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(57) ABSTRACT 
Methods and structures are provided that enhance attitude 
control during gyroscope substitutions by insuring that a 
spacecraft's attitude control system does not drive its 
absolute-attitude sensors out of their capture ranges. In a 
method embodiment, an operational process-noise covari- 
ance Q of a Kalman filter is temporarily replaced with a 
substantially greater interim process-noise covariance Q. 
This replacement increases the weight given to the most 
recent attitude measurements and hastens the reduction of 
attitude errors and gyroscope bias errors. The error effect of 
the substituted gyroscopes is reduced and the absolute- 
attitude sensors are not driven out of their capture range. In 
another method embodiment, this replacement is preceded 
by the temporary replacement of an operational 
measurement-noise variance R with a substantially larger 
interim measurement-noise variance R to reduce transients 
during the gyroscope substitutions. 
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PROVIDING A N  OPERATIONAL PROCESS-NOISE COVARIANCE 0 
THAT CHARACTERIZES NOISE VARIANCES IN THE INITIAL 
INERTIAL-ATTITUDE SENSOR AND THE REDUNDANT 
INERTIAL-ATTITUDE SENSOR 
~ , 
I I 123 
26 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets 
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PROVIDING AN OPERATIONAL PROCESS-NOISE COVARIANCE Q 
THAT CHARACTERIZES NOISE VARIANCES IN THE INITIAL 
INERTIAL-ATTITUDE SENSOR AND THE REDUNDANT 
I N E RTI AL-ATTI TU DE SEN SO R 
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A 
SUBSEQUENT TO THE SUBSTITUTING STEP, RESTORING 
COVARIANCE Q IN THE GENERATING STEP 
THE OPERATIONAL PROCESS-NOISE COVARIANCE Q 
AND REMOVING THE INTERIM PROCESS-NOISE 
IN RESPONSE TO THE MEASUREMENTS, GENERATING A SPACECRAFT 
ATTITUDE ESTIMATE X att WITH A KALMAN FILTER THAT DETERMINES A 
GAIN K WITH AN OPERATIONAL MEASUREMENT-NOISE COVARIANCE R 
AND EXTRAPOLATED WITH THE OPERATIONAL PROCESS-NOISE 
COVARIANCE Q WHEREIN THE OPERATIONAL MEASUREMENT-NOISE 
ABSOLUTE-ATTITUDE SENSOR 
AND AN ERROR COVARIANCE P THAT IS UPDATED WITH THE GAIN K 
COVARIANCE R CHARACTERIZES NOISE VARIANCES IN THE 
126 
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TEM PORAR I LY RE PLACl NG THE OPERATIONAL P ROCESS-NO1 SE 
GREATER INTERIM PROCESS-NOISE COVARIANCE Q 
COVARIANCE Q IN THE GENERATING STEP WITH A SUBSTANTIALLY 
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SUBSEQUENT TO THE REPLACING STEP, SUBSTITUTING 
THE REDUNDANT INERTIAL-ATTITUDE SENSOR FOR THE 
INITIAL INERTIAL-ATTITUDE SENSOR 
FIG. 5 
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SPACECRAFT METHODS AND 
STRUCTURES WITH ENHANCED 
ATTITUDE CONTROL THAT FACILITATES 
GYROSCOPE SUBSTITUTIONS 
GOVERNMENT RIGHTS 
The invention described herein was made in the perfor- 
mance of work under NASA contract number NAS5-98069 
and is subject to the provisions of Section 305 of the 
National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (72 Stat. 435; 
42 U.S.C. 2457). 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates generally to spacecraft and, 
2. Description of the Related Art 
The diagram 20 of FIG. 1 A  illustrates an exemplary 
spacecraft 22 that orbits in an orbital plane 24 about the earth 
26. The spacecraft has a spacecraft body 28 which carries an 
antenna system 29 and solar panels 30 that generate power 
for the spacecraft. Although the spacecraft’s orbital plane 24 
may be coplanar with the earth’s equatorial plane 32, it is 
shown, for generality, as having an inclination 34. 
The spacecraft 20 includes an attitude control system that 
maintains a spacecraft service attitude which facilitates the 
performance of the intended service (e.g., communication 
service) for which the spacecraft was designed. The space- 
craft attitude control system typically responds to attitude 
measurements from at least one absolute-attitude sensor 
(e.g., a star tracker) and attitude rate measurements from at 
least one inertial-attitude sensor (e.g., a gyroscope). 
The inertial-attitude sensors are generally arranged to 
provide attitude rate signals that correspond to three axes 
(e.g., roll, pitch and yaw axes) of an orbital reference 
system. Because loss of attitude control implies loss of 
service, spacecraft typically carry redundant sets of inertial- 
attitude sensors (or a system of sensors from which more 
than one set can be configured). Accordingly, the space- 
craft’s service can be maintained by substituting a redundant 
set of inertial-attitude sensors for a failed initial set. This 
replacement may also be made for other reasons, (e.g., 
testing to confirm the condition of the redundant set). 
Some spacecraft attitude sensors (e.g., staring earth sen- 
sors and sun sensors) have wide fields-of-view and others 
(e.g., star sensors and precision beacon sensors) have more 
limited fields-of-view. In particular, star trackers are often 
used in a “direct-match mode” of operation after initial 
attitude has been attained. In this mode, the positions and 
magnitudes of sensed stars are compared and identified with 
the aid of a stored star catalog. Although this mode facili- 
tates fast, simple processing, it limits the range over which 
stars can be identified. 
FIG. 1B illustrates an exemplary attitude control system 
for the spacecraft 22 of FIG. lAthat employs narrow capture 
range star trackers (e.g., capture range on the order of 0.2 
degrees). A graph 40 includes a plot 41 of attitude error 
about all axes of the local orbital reference and a graph 42 
includes a plot 43 of tracked and identified stars. In the 
simulation, a redundant set of gyroscopes was substituted 
for an initial set at a time 44. 
Plot 41 shows that attitude error about all axes of the local 
orbital reference (i.e., roll, pitch and yaw axes) remains very 
low prior to the time 44 and plot 43 shows that at least 4 stars 
are identified throughout this time. After the time 44, attitude 
more particularly, to spacecraft attitude control systems. 
2 
error increases linearly and when it exceeds an error thresh- 
old 45, there is a complete loss of identified stars. This 
degradation of attitude control would cause temporary or 
even permanent interruption of service of the spacecraft (22 
s in FIG. 1A). 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention is directed to spacecraft methods 
and structures that enhance attitude control during gyro- 
lo scope substitutions. The invention recognizes that the error 
variances of a substituted set of redundant gyroscopes are 
initially unknown and will introduce significant errors in 
attitude estimates. If the capture range of absolute-attitude 
sensors is not significantly larger than these errors, the 
attitude control system may drive the sensors out of their 
capture range which endangers the spacecraft’s service. 
In response to this recognition, the invention provides 
methods and structures that temporarily replace an opera- 
2o tional process-noise covariance Q of a Kalman filter with a 
substantially greater interim process-noise covariance Q. 
This replacement increases the weight given to the most 
recent attitude measurements and hastens the reduction of 
attitude errors and gyroscope bias errors. Because greater 
25 weight is placed on the most recent attitude measurements 
and, hence, less weight on the latest predicted attitudes, the 
error effect of the uncompensated redundant gyroscopes is 
reduced and the absolute-attitude sensors are not driven out 
of their capture range. 
In another method embodiment, this replacement is pre- 
ceded by the temporary replacement of an operational 
measurement-noise variance R with a substantially larger 
interim measurement-noise variance R to reduce transients 
during the gyroscope substitutions. 
35 In another method embodiment, an operational error 
covariance P is temporarily replaced with an substantially 
greater interim error covariance P. 
Method embodiments are also provided for fixed-gain 
filters. 
The novel features of the invention are set forth with 
particularity in the appended claims. The invention will be 
best understood from the following description when read in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 
30 
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4s BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1A is a diagram of a conventional spacecraft in an 
FIG. 1B is a graph that shows attitude error and number 
SO of tracked and identified stars in the spacecraft of FIG. 1A 
when a set of redundant inertial-attitude sensors is substi- 
tuted for an initial set; 
FIG. 2 is a schematized view of a spacecraft which 
includes an attitude control system of the present invention; 
FIG. 3 is a detailed block diagram of the attitude control 
system of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram that illustrates processes in the 
attitude control system of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a flow chart that illustrates an attitude control 
method that is practiced with the spacecraft of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 6 is a graph which shows a timeline for another 
attitude control method; and 
FIG. 7 is a graph similar to FIG. 1B which shows attitude 
65 error and number of tracked and identified stars when a 
method corresponding to the timeline of FIG. 6 is used in the 
spacecraft of FIG. 2. 
orbit about the earth; 
55 
6o 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 
In the attitude controller 64, the attitude estimate X*(t,+) 
is compared to the service attitude As, to generate a 
correction signal that is applied to the torque generator 66 
nication service with a communication system 52 that 5 thrusters 95 and/or magnetic torquers 96. Agenerated torque 
FIG, 2 illustrates a spacecraft 50 which performs a 
service. For example, the spacecraft may provide a cornmu- 
includes a transceiver system 54 which communicates with 
a service area (e.g., the service area 55 in FIG. 1A) through 
which may, in particular, comprise momentum 94, 
98 corrects attitude Of the spacecraft body 68 and this 
correction forms the feedback path 70 to a system hut port 
an antenna system 58 that comprises reflectors 58 and array 
radiators 59. 
99 and the attitude 63A and 631. 
The star ID and residual computer 78, the attitude and 
90 
This filter combines a statistical analysis of system mea- 
estimate of the state of the attitude control system which 
In addition, the spacecraft 50 practices control methods of i o  gyro bias propagator 82, the Summer 843 the 
the present invention that maintain a service attitude which 
spacecraft carries an attitude control system 60 which 
substitutions and thereby it insures continuation of the 
and the gain calculator 88 of FIG. 3 form a Kalman filter. 
surement errors with a system state model to derive an 
includes attitude and gyroscope errors (e.g.9 bias, scale 
facilitates performance of its ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d i ~ ~ l ~ ,  the 
insures that attitude control is not lost during gyroscope 
spacecraft's service. To enhance their clarity, operational factor and errors). 
descriptions of the control system 60 are preceded by the In the filter of FIG. 3,  a current attitude estimate X*(t,'> 
following descriptions of structures of FIGS. 2, 3 and 4. at the output Port 92 is extrapolated by the attitude and gyro 
In particular, the attitude control system 60 of FIG. 2 bias Propagator 82 to form the Predicted attitude y*(t,-> 
includes an attitude estimation system 62 that generates which is then updated with the correction K(t,){Y(t,)-Y* 
attitude estimates X,, in response to absolute and inertial (t;)} in the Summer 84 to form a successive attitude 
attitude signals from its attitude sensors 63. An attitude estimate X*(t,+). Similar extrapolation and updating is per- 
controller 64 compares the attitude estimates X,, to a formed in the gain calculator 88 to generate the Kalman gain 
service attitude As,, (e.g., one that facilitates communication that is used to form the correction. 
between the communication system 52 and the service area This latter extrapolation and updating is shown in FIG, 4 
55 of FIG. 1A) and sends command signals that correspond 2s which repeats the Summer 84 and the multiplier 90 and 
20 
to the difference to a torque generator 66. In response, the 
torque generator generates torques in the 'pacecraft body 68 
that urge it to the service attitude Corrections in the 
expands the gain calculator 88. In particular, an error cava- 
riance p(t,) characterizes the variance of the system's errors 
or, equivalently, its estimates and a measurement sensitivity 
H(t,) characterizes the sensitivity of the system's measure- body attitude form a feedback path 70 to the attitude sensors 63. The attitude control system 60 and the communication 30 ments to transitions @(t,) in the system's state. In an update system 52 are powered by currents generated in solar panels step 102, the error covariance P(t,-) before the last mea- 72. 
surement is multiplied by l-K(t,)H(t,) to update it to an The attitude estimation system 62 of the attitude control 
system 6o is shown in greater detail in FIG, in which t, error covariance P(t,+) just after the last measurement 
represents successive times, t; is a time just prior to a 35 (wherein 1 is the identity). 
respective t, and t,+ is a time just after a respective t,. In The updated error covariance is extrapolated in extrapo- 
order to emphasize the successive times t, the attitude lation step 103 to an error covariance p(t,-) just before the 
estimates x,,, of FIG. 2 are equivalently expressed as next successive measurement by multiplying it with the state 
X*(t,+). The attitude sensors 63 of FIG. 2 are shown as an transition @(t,) and its transpose QT(t,) and summing the 
absolute-attitude sensor in the form of star trackers 63A and 4o result with the system's process noise Q(t,) which charac- 
an inertial-attitude Sensor in the form of gyroscopes 631. terizes the measurement variances of the gyroscopes (631 in 
FIG. 3). 
successive measurement is then determined by multiplying 
Data from the star trackers is processed in a star data 
processor 74 and provided to a star identification (ID) and In a gain step 104, the Kalman gain K(t,) for the next 
residual computer 78 which matches it to data in a star 
catalog 79 to form attitude measurements Y(t,). Data from 4s the error covariance P(t,-) by the transform of the measure- 
the gyros is processed in a gyro data processor 80 to provide ment sensitivity H(t,) and by the inverse of a quantity which 
attitude rate measurementsY,(t,) to an attitude and gyro bias is the sum of the system's measurement-noise variance R(t,) 
propagator 82. with a product of the measurement sensitivity H(t,), the 
In response to the attitude measurements Y(t,) and atti- error COvariance P(tn-1 and the transform of the measure- 
tude rate measurements Y,(t,), the attitude estimation sys- 50 ment sensitivity. The measurement-noise variance R(t,) 
tern 62 generates estimates x* of the spacecraft's attitude x, characterizes the measurement variances of the star trackers 
In response to each attitude estimate X*(t,+) that corre- (63A in FIG. 3). 
sponds to a time just after the measurements Y(t,) and The Kalman gain K(t,) is thus a ratio of the system's 
Yr(t,), the attitude and gyro bias propagator 82 extrapolates estimate variance to the sum of its estimate variance and its 
a predicted attitude Y*(t,-) that corresponds to a time just 5s measurement variance. In the beginning of the estimate 
before a successive measurement and provides it to the star process, the estimate variance is large SO that the gain K(t,) 
ID and residual computer 78 and to a summer 84. approaches one and the correction 106 is substantially equal 
ne star ID and residual computer 78 forms a residue to the residue 108. That is, more weight is given to the most 
y(t,)-y*(t,-) which is the difference between the succes- recent measurement than to the latest estimate. 
sive attitude measurement and the extrapolated predicted 60 As the estimate process continues, the estimate variance 
attitude. A gain calculator 88 provides a Kalman gain K(t,) reduces below the measurement variance (i.e., the estimate 
which multiplies the residue in a multiplier 90 to form an becomes more accurate than the measurement) and the 
attitude correction K(t,){Y(t,)-Y(t,-)} which is provided to correction 106 is a small portion of the residue 108. That is, 
the Summer 84. The sum of the predicted attitude Y*(t,-) more weight is given to the latest estimate than to the most 
and the attitude correction K(t,){Y(t,)-Y*(t,-)} updates the 6s recent measurement. 
attitude estimate X*(t,+) and it is provided at an output port Attention is now returned to the invention which has 
92. recognized that a spacecraft attitude control system such as 
US 6,681,159 B2 
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the system 60 of FIG. 3 generates an attitude estimate Accordingly, the accuracy of the attitude estimate X,, is 
X*(t,') that is based on an estimate of the error variances enhanced and the time required for this realization is short- 
(e.g., bias, scale factor and misalignment variances) in an ened. Because greater weight is placed on the most recent 
initial set of gyroscopes (631 in FIG. 3). Because the error attitude measurements and, hence, less weight on the latest 
variances of a substituted set of redundant gyroscopes are 5 predicted attitudes, the error effect of the uncompensated 
initially unknown and because they are typically different, redundant gyroscopes is reduced and the star trackers 63Aof 
they will introduce significant errors in the attitude estimate FIG. 3 are not driven out of their capture range. 
X*(t,') and the predicted attitude Y*(t,-) of FIG. 4. Because FIGS. 6 and 7 illustrate timing and results of a more 
the Kalman gain K(t,) has been previously reduced to a detailed method embodiment. At a time 140 of FIGS. 6 and 
small value, significant weight is given to the predicted 7, the attitude control system is switched to the interim 
attitude Y*(t,-) and little weight is given to current mea- process-noise covariance Q (step 124 in FIG. 5). Just prior 
surements Y(t,). Accordingly, corrections of errors in the to this, the operational measurement-noise variance R is 
attitude estimate X*(t,') proceed slowly. replaced by a substantially larger interim measurement- 
The invention also recognizes that if the capture range of noise variance R. As indicated by step 104 of FIG. 4, this has 
the absolute-attitude sensors is not significantly larger than the effect of reducing transients that otherwise result from 
the errors in the attitude estimate X*(t,'), the attitude control the substantially larger interim process-noise covariance Q. 
system is in danger of driving the sensors out of their capture The initial gyroscope set is turned off, the redundant set 
range at which point their attitude data becomes invalid. As is turned on and allowed to warm up and a gyroscope bias 
a result, control of the spacecraft's attitude may be lost estimate Xbias is initialized at a predetermined value Xbias 
which can lead to temporary or even permanent loss of the (e.g., at zero) at time 142. During a subsequent time sp& 
spacecraft's service. 144, the attitude estimation system (60 in FIG. 3) converges 
In response to this recognition, the invention provides on estimates of the gyroscope bias. This is monitored by 
spacecraft methods and structures that enhance attitude observing when a bias portion Pbias of the error covariance 
control when at least one redundant inertial-attitude sensor P decreases below a predetermined threshold PbiasdM. 
is substituted for at least one initial inertial-attitude sensor. 25 After this convergence is complete at a time 146, the 
A method embodiment is shown in the flow chart 120 of system is returned to the operational process-noise covari- 
FIG. 5 .  ance Q and at later time 148, it is returned to the operational 
In a first process step 121 of FIG. 5, an operational measurement-noise variance R. The time 148 is preferably 
process-noise covariance Q is provided that characterizes delayed by a period (e.g., 30 minutes) to allow further 
noise variances in the initial inertial-attitude sensor and the 3o convergence of the Kalman filter. 
redundant inertial-attitude sensor. Attitude measurements Y FIG. 7 includes graphs 150 and 152 in which plots 151 
and attitude rate measurements Y, are provided in process and 153 show gyroscope bias error and spacecraft attitude 
step 122 with absolute-attitude sensors and the initial error that were generated in a simulation of the processes of 
inertial-attitude sensor. FIG. 6. FIG. 7 also includes a graph 154 of tracked and 
In response to the measurements, a spacecraft attitude 35 identified stars during the simulation. It is observed that the 
estimate X,, is generated in process step 123 with a Kalman gyroscope bias and the attitude error show a step increase 
filter that determines a gain K with an operational when the redundant gyroscopes are substituted but the error 
measurement-noise covariance R and an error covariance P decavs to a steadv state value arior to the time 146 when the 
20 
that is updated with the gain K and extrapolated with the 
operational process-noise covariance Q wherein the opera- 
tional measurement-noise covariance R characterizes noise 
variances in the absolute-attitude sensor. 
Process step 124 temporarily replaces the operational 
process-noise covariance Q in the generating step with an 
interim process-noise covariance Q that is substantially 
greater than the operational process-noise covariance Q. 
Subsequent to the replacing step, the redundant inertial- 
attitude sensor is substituted in process step 125 for the 
initial inertial-attitude sensor in the generating step. 
In process step 126 which is subsequent to the substituting 
step, the operational process-noise covariance Q is restored 
and the interim process-noise covariance Q is removed in 
the generating step. As recited in process step 127, process 
steps 121-126 facilitate attitude control of the spacecraft by 
generating the spacecraft attitude estimate XaCr The latter 
step includes various other processes such as torque gen- 
eration in the spacecraft body to urge it to the service 
attitude. 
operational process-noise covariance Q is restored. It is also 
4o observed that the number of tracked and identified stars was 
always at least four. The simulation results of FIG. 7 verify 
that spacecraft attitude control is maintained and the star 
trackers are not driven out of their capture range. 
Process step 124 of FIG. 5 temporarily replaces the 
45 operational process-noise covariance Q in the generating 
step with an interim process-noise covariance Q that is 
substantially greater than the operational process-noise 
covariance Q. In other methods of the invention, this step is 
replaced by a step of temporarily replacing an operational 
so error covariance P in the generating step with an interim 
error covariance P that is substantially greater than the 
operational error covariance P. Although this process varia- 
tion will also achieve the results shown in the simulation of 
FIG. 7, it causes a more abrupt change in the Kalman gain 
55 and, accordingly, it requires time synchronization with the 
gyroscope substitution. 
In attitude control simulations, it has been determined that 
the interim process-noise covariance Q is preferably at least 
It is apparent from steps 103 and 104 of FIG. 4, that the twice the operational process-noise covariance Q and, more 
greater interim process-noise covariance Q increases the 60 preferably, at least five times the operational process-noise 
Kalman gain K so that a larger portion of the residue 108 covariance Q. It has also been determined that the interim 
appears in the correction 106. A greater weight is therefore measurement-noise variance R is preferably at least twice 
placed upon the most recent attitude measurements Y from than the operational measurement-noise variance R and, 
the star trackers (63A in FIG. 3). This attitude information more preferably, at least five times the operational 
permits the attitude and gyro bias propagator 82 of FIG. 3 to 65 measurement-noise variance R. 
hasten its reduction of attitude and gyroscope bias errors In exemplary attitude control systems, the parameters of 
(i.e., converge more rapidly on the estimates). FIG. 4 are typically processed as vectors (e.g., attitude 
US 6,681,159 B2 
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estimate X and attitude measurment Y vectors) and matrices 
(e.g., process-noise covariance Q and measurement-noise 
covariance R matrices). An exemplary process-noise cova- 
riance Q matrix combines a 3x3 matrix in which the entries 
represent gyroscope angle variances and another 3x3 matrix s 
in which the entries represent gyroscope rate variances. An 
exemplary measurement-noise covariance R matrix is a 2x2 
matrix whose entries represent horizontal and vertical atti- 
tude variances that correspond to the horizontal and vertical 
ranges of conventional star tracker fields-of-view. 
The variance entries in these matrices cause the attitude 
control system of FIGS. 3 and 4 to reduce the variance of the 
attitude estimate X*(t,'), i.e., to realize an accurate attitude 
estimate. Increasing the magnitude of these entries to those 
of an interim measurement-noise covariance R and an 
interim process-noise covariance Q enhances stability dur- 
ing gYroscoPe substitution and they are subsequently 
returned to their operational values to achieve the lowest 
variance in the attitude estimate X*(t,'). 
that reduce the Kalman gain K(tn) and reduce the error 
covariance P(t,). Fixed gain filters are also suited for use in 
spacecraft attitude control systems. In these filters, the gain 
is not successively updated and extrapolated but is set to one 
or more predetermined fixed gains. Although fixed gain 2s 
filters lack the adaptability of Kalman filters, they signifi- 
cantly reduce the number of processing steps and are easier 
When the teachings of the invention are practiced with 
fixed gain filters, an operational gain is replaced with a 3o gyroscope bias estimate Xbras 
substantially greater interim gain that places greater weight 
on the attitude measurements of the absolute-attitude sensors 
and speeds estimation of gyroscope errors to thereby achieve 
faster convergence. After an interim period in which the 
redundant gyroscopes are substituted and system transients 3s 
allowed to stabilize, the fixed gain is reduced to the opera- 
tional gain. 
The preferred embodiments of the invention described 
herein are exemplary and numerous modifications, varia- 
tions and rearrangements can be readily envisioned to 40 
achieve substantially equivalent results, all of which are 
intended to be embraced within the spirit and scope of the 
invention as defined in the appended claims. 
subsequent to said replacing step, substituting said redun- 
dant inertial-attitude sensor for said initial inertial- 
attitude sensor in said generating step; 
subsequent to said substituting step, restoring said opera- 
tional process-noise covariance Q and removing said 
interim process-noise covariance Q in said generating 
step; and 
in response to said spacecraft attitude estimate x,,,, 
controlling the attitude of said spacecraft. 
2. The method of claim 1, wherein said interim process- 
noise covariance Q is at least twice said operational process- 
noise covariance Q. 
3. The method of claim 1, wherein said interim process- 
noise covariance Q is at least five times said operational 
process-noise covariance Q. 
4. The method of claim 1, wherein: 
said generating step includes the step of generating a 
gyroscope bias estimate Xbras; and 
said error covariance P includes a gyroscope bias error 
covariance component pbras; 
and further including the step of delaying said restoring 
and removing step until said gyroscope bias error 
covariance component Pbras decreases below a prede- 
termined threshold PbrasdM. 
5 .  The method of claim 4, wherein said delaying step 
includes the step of initially setting said gyroscope bias 
estimate xbras to a predetermined gyroscope bias estimate 
6. The method of claim 5,  wherein said predetermined 
i-d 7. The method of claim 1, wherein said generating step 
includes the step of generating a gyroscope bias estimate 
xblas and further including the steps of 
step, temporarily inserting an 
interim measurement-noise covariance R for said 
operational measurement-noise covariance R in said 
generating step wherein said interim measurement- 
noise covariance R is substantially greater than said 
operational measurement-noise covariance R; and 
subsequent to said restoring and removing step, replacing 
said interim measurement-noise covariance R with said 
operational measurement-noise covariance R in said 
generating step. 
We claim: 8.  The method of claim 7, wherein said interim 
1. Amethod of enhancing attitude control of a spacecraft 45 measurement-noise covariance R is at least twice said opera- 
when at least one redundant inertial-attitude sensor is sub- tional measurement-noise covariance R, 
stituted for at least one initial inertial-attitude sensor, the 9.  The method of claim 7, wherein said interim 
method comprising the steps of  measurement-noise covariance R is at least five times said 
providing an operational process-noise covariance Q that operational measurement-noise covariance R. 
characterizes noise variances in said initial inertial- 50 10, The method of claim 7, further including the step of 
attitude sensor and said redundant inertial-attitude sen- delaying the replacement of said interim measurement-noise 
sor; covariance R with said operational measurement-noise 
in response to attitude measurements Y from at least one covariance R for a delay time T, to allow further conver- 
absolute-attitude sensor and attitude-rate measure- gence of said Kalman filter. 
ments Y, from said initial inertial-attitude sensor, gen- ss 11. The method of claim 10, wherein said delay time T, 
erating a spacecraft attitude estimate X,,, with a Kal- is at least 15 minutes. 
man filter that determines a gain K with an operational 12. The method of claim 7, wherein the noise variances of 
measurement-noise covariance R and an error covari- said initial inertial-attitude sensor includes angle variances 
ance P that is updated with said gain K and extrapolated and angle rate variances. 
with said operational process-noise covariance Q 60 13. The method of claim 1, wherein said absolute-attitude 
wherein said operational measurement-noise covari- sensor is a star tracker and the noise variances in said initial 
ance R characterizes noise variances in said absolute- inertial-attitude sensor comprise horizontal and vertical star 
attitude sensor; tracker noise variances. 
temporarily replacing said operational process-noise 14. Amethod of enhancing attitude control of a spacecraft 
covariance Q in said generating step with an interim 65 when at least one redundant inertial-attitude sensor is sub- 
process-noise covariance Q that is substantially greater stituted for at least one initial inertial-attitude sensor, the 
than said operational process-noise covariance Q; method comprising the steps of  
FIG. 4 illustrates the updating and extrapolating processes 2o 
to implement. Xbrasprd. 
is substantially zero. 
prior to said 
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in response to attitude measurements Y from at least one 
absolute-attitude sensor and attitude-rate measure- 
ments Y, from said initial inertial-attitude sensor, gen- 
erating a spacecraft attitude estimate X,, with a filter 
that corrects said attitude estimate X,, with a correc- 
tion that is the product of an operational gain and a 
residue which is the difference between said attitude 
estimate X,, and successive attitude measurements Y, 
temporarily replacing said operational gain in said gen- 
erating step with an interim gain that is substantially 
greater than said operational gain; 
subsequent to said replacing step, substituting said redun- 
dant inertial-attitude sensor for said initial inertial- 
attitude sensor in said generating step; 
subsequent to said substituting step, restoring said opera- 
tional gain and removing said interim gain in said 
generating step; and 
in response to said spacecraft attitude estimate X,,, 
controlling the attitude of said spacecraft. 
15. The method of claim 14, wherein said interim gain is 
at least twice said operational gain. 
16. The method of claim 14, wherein said interim gain is 
at least five times said operational gain. 
17. The method of claim 14, wherein said delaying step 
includes the step of initially setting said gyroscope bias 
estimate Xbias to a predetermined gyroscope bias estimate 
18. The method of claim 17, wherein said predetermined 
gyroscope bias estimate Xbias 
19. A spacecraft configured’for enhanced attitude control 
when at least one redundant inertial-attitude sensor is sub- 
stituted for at least one initial inertial-attitude sensor, the 
spacecraft comprising: 
a satellite body; 
an attitude control system that includes: 
XbiaSprd. 
is substantially zero. 
a) at least one initial inertial-attitude sensor in said 
b) at least one redundant inertial-attitude sensor; and 
c) at least one absolute-attitude sensor in said attitude 
at least one solar panel carried by said body to provide 
power to said attitude control system; and 
at least one data processor in said attitude control system 
that is programmed to perform the steps of  
a) providing an operational process-noise covariance Q 
that characterizes noise variances in said initial 
inertial-attitude sensor and said redundant inertial- 
attitude sensor; 
b) in response to attitude measurements Y from at least 
one absolute-attitude sensor and attitude-rate mea- 
surements Y, from said initial inertial-attitude 
sensor, generating a spacecraft attitude estimate X,, 
with a Kalman filter that determines a gain K with an 
operational measurement-noise covariance R and an 
error covariance P that is updated with said gain K 
and extrapolated with said operational process-noise 
c o v a r i a n c e  Q w h e r e i n  s a i d  o p e r a t i o n a l  
measurement-noise covariance R characterizes noise 
variances in said absolute-attitude sensor; 
c) temporarily replacing said operational process-noise 
covariance Q in said generating step with an interim 
process-noise covariance Q that is substantially 
greater than said operational process-noise covari- 
ance Q; 
attitude control system; 
control system; 
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d) subsequent to said replacing step, substituting said 
redundant inertial-attitude sensor for said initial 
inertial-attitude sensor in said generating step; 
e) subsequent to said substituting step, restoring said 
operational process-noise covariance Q and remov- 
ing said interim process-noise covariance Q in said 
generating step; and 
f )  in response to said spacecraft attitude estimate X, 
controlling the attitude of said spacecraft with said 
attitude control system. 
20. The spacecraft of claim 19, wherein said attitude 
control system includes a torque generation system that is 
coupled to generate torques in said spacecraft to facilitate 
said controlling step. 
21. The spacecraft of claim 20, wherein said torque 
generation system includes a momentum wheel. 
22. The spacecraft of claim 20, wherein said torque 
generation system includes a thruster. 
23. A spacecraft configured for enhanced attitude control 
when at least one redundant inertial-attitude sensor is sub- 
stituted for at least one initial inertial-attitude sensor, the 
spacecraft comprising: 
a satellite body; 
an attitude control system that includes: 
a) at least one initial inertial-attitude sensor in said 
b) at least one redundant inertial-attitude sensor in said 
c) at least one absolute-attitude sensor in said attitude 
at least one solar panel carried by said body to provide 
power to said attitude control system; and 
at least one data processor in said attitude control system 
that is programmed to perform the steps o f  
a) in response to attitude measurements Y from at least 
one absolute-attitude sensor and attitude-rate mea- 
surements Y, from said initial inertial-attitude 
sensor, generating a spacecraft attitude estimate X,, 
with a filter that corrects said attitude estimate X,, 
with a correction that is the product of an operational 
gain and a residue which is the difference between 
said attitude estimate X,, and successive attitude 
measurements Y, 
b) temporarily replacing said operational gain in said 
generating step with an interim gain that is substan- 
tially greater than said operational gain; 
c) subsequent to said replacing step, substituting said 
redundant inertial-attitude sensor for said initial 
inertial-attitude sensor in said generating step; 
d) subsequent to said substituting step, restoring said 
operational gain and removing said interim gain in 
said generating step; and 
e) in response to said spacecraft attitude estimate X,,, 
controlling the attitude of said spacecraft. 
24. The spacecraft of claim 23, wherein said attitude 
control system includes a torque generation system that is 
coupled to generate torques in said spacecraft to facilitate 
said controlling step. 
25. The spacecraft of claim 24, wherein said torque 
generation system includes a momentum wheel. 
26. The spacecraft of claim 24, wherein said torque 
generation system includes a thruster. 
attitude control system; 
attitude control system; and 
control system; 
* * * * *  
